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Disclaimer
This presentation, which was prepared by Carnival Group International Holdings Limited (“Carnival”) (the "Company"), is strictly confidential and may not be reproduced, copied, published, distributed,
transmitted or passed on directly or indirectly, to any person, in whole or in part, by any medium or in any form for any purpose. By receiving a copy of this presentation, you agree to be strictly bound by the
foregoing confidentiality and other restrictions. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of applicable securities laws.
BY ACCEPTING THIS PRESENTATION, THE RECIPIENT ACKNOWLEDGES AND AGREES THAT (1) IT WILL HOLD IN CONFIDENCE THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN; (2) IT WILL NOT
DISTRIBUTE OR REPRODUCE THIS PRESENTATION, IN WHOLE OR IN PART; (3) THE RECIPIENT (A) IS NOT A U.S. PERSON (AS DEFINED IN REGULATION S UNDER THE UNITED STATES
SECURITIES ACT OF 1933, AS AMENDED (THE “U.S. SECURITIES ACT”)) AND IS NOT ACTING ON BEHALF OF A U.S. PERSON; (B) IS OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES; (C) IS ACCUSTOMED TO
RECEIVING THE TYPE OF INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS PRESENTATION AND (D) IS A PERSON INTO WHOSE POSSESSION THIS PRESENTATION MAY BE LAWFULLY DELIVERED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAWS OF THE JURISDICTION IN WHICH IT IS LOCATED.
This presentation does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities to any U.S. person, in the United States or any other jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation or sale
would be unlawful prior to registration or qualification under the securities laws of any such jurisdiction. The securities referred to herein have not been and will not be registered under the U.S. Securities Act.
No securities may be offered or sold in the United States or to any U.S. person absent registration unless pursuant to an applicable exemption from, or in a transaction not subject to, the registration
requirements of the U.S. Securities Act. Any public offering of securities to be made in the United States will be made by means of a prospectus. Such prospectus will contain detailed information about the
company making the offer and its management and financial statements. No public offering of securities is to be made by the Company in the United States.
The information contained in this presentation has not been independently verified. This presentation was prepared by the Company based on information and data which the Company considers reliable, but
the Company makes no representation or warranty whatsoever, express or implied, and no reliance shall be placed on, the accuracy, completeness, fairness and reasonableness of the contents of this
presentation. This presentation may not contain all information that you may consider material. Any liability in respect of the contents of, or any omission from, this presentation is expressly excluded.
This presentation contains statements about future events and expectations that are forward-looking in nature. These statements typically contain words such as "expects" and "anticipates" and / or words of
similar import. Any forward-looking statement in this presentation involves known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause the Company‟s actual results, performance or
achievements to be materially different from any expected or estimated results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. There can be no assurance that the
results and events contemplated by the forward-looking statements contained in these materials will in fact occur. None of the future projections, expectations, estimates or prospects in this presentation
should be taken as forecasts or promises nor should they be taken as implying any indication, assurance or guarantee that the assumptions on which such future projections, expectations, estimates or
prospects have been prepared are correct, accurate, or exhaustive or, in the case of the assumptions, fully stated in the presentation. The Company assumes no obligations to update any information
contained in this presentation, including the forward-looking statements contained herein, to reflect any change in circumstances, assumptions or factors affecting any such information and / or statements. You
acknowledge that you will be solely responsible for your own assessment of the market, the market position, the business and financial condition of the Company and that you will conduct your own analysis
and be solely responsible for forming your own view of the potential future performance of the business of the Company.
This presentation represents the information up to the date hereof, unless otherwise specified in this presentation. Neither the delivery of this presentation nor any further discussions of the Company with any
of the recipients shall, under any circumstances, create any implication that there has been or will be no change in the affairs of the Company since that date. The information contained in this presentation
should be considered in the context of the circumstances prevailing at the time and has not been, and will not be, updated to reflect material developments that may occur after the date of this presentation.
Neither the Company nor any of the joint bookrunners, the Company‟s advisors or representatives, and their respective affiliates, employees or agents accept any responsibility (expressed or implied) or any
liability whatsoever (in negligence or otherwise) for any loss or damage howsoever arising from any use of, or relying on, this presentation or its contents or otherwise arising in connection with this
presentation which might be suffered by any person.
If you have any doubt about the foregoing or any of the contents of this presentation, you should obtain independent professional advice.
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Section 1
Company Overview

Key Corporate Milestones and Organizational Structure
2010

Corporate
Development

2012

2011

2015

2014

2013

Dec 2011

May 2012

Sep 2012

Dec 2013

Aug 2014

Nov / Dec 2014

Mar 2015

 Acquired 60% in
Rio Carnival
(Qingdao)

 Changed corporate
name to Carnival
Group International
Holdings Limited

 Acquired 99.01% in
Carnival
International
Community
(Chengdu) project

 Mr. King increased
shareholding to
74.68% through
rights issue and
conversion of CBs

 Inclusion in MSCI
Small Cap Index

 CTBC Life
Insurance and Ping
An Life Insurance
became strategic
shareholders

 Inclusion in Hang
Seng Composite
Mid Cap Index and
SH-HK Stock
Connect

Organizational Structure
Mr. King Pak Fu
(Chairman)

Other shareholders

63.20%

36.80%

Carnival Group International (HKSE:
996.HK)

64%

Rio Carnival,
Qingdao
Note: As of 31st Dec 2017

75%

Canada
Vancuvour

Qingdao
Laoshan

100%

Shouson Hill

Issuer

100%

Carnival International
Community, Chengdu

95%

Beijing
Yanglin
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Highly Experienced, Professional and International
Management and Operational Team
Senior Management Team
Mr. King Pak Fu Chairman & Executive Director

Mr. Wang Chunning, CEO and Executive Director
Over 15 years of experience in Finance and management

Successful entrepreneur and builder of multiple
successful businesses and companies in the IT, real estate,
consumer, retail, leisure and entertainment industries in
China for over 20 years

He used to be Product Manager of Trade Finance Department of China
Minsheng Banking Corp., General Manager of Structured Trade Finance
Department and General Manager of Structure and Leveraged Finance
Department as well as General Manager of Ship Finance Department in
Hong Kong Branch of China Minsheng Bank. He is responsible for
overseas mergers and acquisitions and large-scale project financing. He
served as Assistant President of Shanghai Branch of Evergrowing Bank,
responsible for corporate business.

Highly experienced in property development, corporate
management and operation

Mr. Chen Weiliang, CFO
Over 20 years of audit, finance and management experience
Hong Kong Certified Public Accountant, Chartered Certified
Accountant

He has been with KPMG and PwC for more than 10 years.
Then joined SMI Holdings Limited (0198.HK) served as
CRO(Chief Risk Control Officer ), CFO, vice president of
corporate finance and investment and other positions.

Mr. Li Jing，President of the Real Estate Department

Over 20 years of experience in real estate design, development and project
management
Served as senior manager of Beijing Vanke, director of design of Yeland
Group, director of planning and design of Beijing Luneng Yingda Group,
GM of R&D center of Sunac China; executive vice GM of Hangzhou
regional company; GM of Tagoe Group; GM of Beijing regional company,
assistant president of China Fortune Land Development VP of urban
housing business; GM of Beijing region

Ms. Mara Wang
Over 20 years of experience specializing in retail property
planning, leasing, management and consultancy industry
Previously responsible for the development and
management of E-Da Outlet Mall, Taipei 101, Taichung
Mode Mall and numerous other large commercial projects in
Taiwan as the Regional Director, Head of Retail at Jones
Lang LaSalle Taiwan and a key member of its retail property
department in Asia Pacific from 1993 to 2012

Ms. Rachel Li, CFA, CPA Joint Company Secretary; Chief Strategy Officer

Over 10 years of investment banking and accounting
experience in Greater China and North America with global
investment banks and Big Four accounting firms
Qualified Chartered Financial Analyst; Qualified Chartered
Professional Accountant
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The Only Chinese Listed Company with a Diverse Portfolio of
Theme-based Leisure and Consumption Businesses

Carnival Integrated Consumption and Tourism Complex
They are individuals supporting each other, creating Carnival’s O2O platform
Hotel

•

酒店

Exhibition Restaurants
Convention

Renaissance •
Qingdao West
Coast Hotel

Convention • Themed
Restaurant Street
Center

Note: Photos of Rio Carnival (Qingdao) on this page are artists‟ renditions

Theme Edutainment
Parks

•

Rio Carnival
Theme Park

•

Lego School

Retail

•

Entertainment Residential

Premium Outlet

•

Residential
Community
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One-stop Carnival and Themed Consumption Experience
to Attract Customers Through Integrated Themes
【Brand Vision】Model of global new city complex

【Brand Mission】Wonderful Life because of Carnival

Upon the city operator‟s point of view, we‟d like to make a
positive contribution on promoting industrial progress and
city development and enhancing the value of the city.
Corresponding commercial structure would be chosen
according to different customer demands in different cities
and areas. We are committed to create "people + cloud +
end“ and the new commercial structure integrating all
commercial elements mentioned below and more.

We pursue high quality working and life style. We
provide convenient supporting commercial facilities,
humanized area design, intellectual property
management, cloud system connection and butler
service. Customers will experience a wonderful life
because of living in Rio Carnival. Let us make all the
pursue and expectations come true.

Restaurant and
Entertainment

Retail

Health industry

Hotel
Residential Community
Serviced Apartment

Edutainment
Life Style

Pension industry

Tourism
Charter of consumer goods
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Carnival’s Consumption Patterns of Business Forms

Consumption Pattern
Business Form
Online

Offline

Pay by Card

Hotel

sell

sell/consumption

sell/consumption

Restaurant

sell

sell/consumption

sell/consumption

Wedding banquet &
meetings

sell

sell/consumption

sell/consumption

Entertainment

sell

sell/consumption

sell/consumption

Edutainment

sell/consumption

sell/consumption

sell/consumption

Outlets

sell

sell/consumption

sell/consumption

Residential
Community

sell

sell/consumption

sell/consumption
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Section 2
Project Introduction
Flagship Project

Rio Carnival (Qingdao) : One of the First Large-scale Integrated
Consumption and Tourism Complex in China
Rio Carnival – Locations

Qingdao – An Overview
One of the most popular tourist
destinations in China

‒

Population of approx. 9.2 million, and
visitors of more than 80 million in 2016

‒

50 million population within 3 hour’s
drive

‒

500 million population within 1 hour’s
flight radius

‒

Japan and Korea only 3 hours flight
away

One of China‟s “Top 10 Cities for Business
Climate” (Forbes)
One of China‟s six “Golden Cities” for its
investment climate, harmoniousness and
governance (World Bank)
Qingdao Rio Carnival is well located at the center of Tangdao Bay, holding
the rare bay area resources.

Subway stop “Rio Carnival”, estimated to start operating in 2018
30-40 minutes car ride from downtown Qingdao or Liuting Airport through
Sea Tunnel or Bridge
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07/01/2011 – v35.0

RIO CARNIVAL (QINGDAO)

Project Introduction
Large-scale integrated project
Total Site Area Approximately 350,000 sq. m.

Gross Floor Area Approximately 800,000 sq. m
Number of Parking Spaces Approximately 2,500

Hotel Plaza Carnival

Excepted Visitors Approximately 10 million per year

Residential
Theme Park (Indoor & Outdoor)

Exhibition & Performance Center
Ice Skating World

Ferris wheel

Carnival Outlets
Jackie Chan
DMAX Cinema

Themed Restaurant
Street Along The
River Bank

Lego School
- Children's Role Play Center

注：集团架构数据截至2016年12月31日

Slide
2
number

1. Hotel

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Renaissance Qingdao West Coast Hotel:
Total site area：approximately 63,000 sq.m.
Gross floor area：around 200,000 sq.m. (including the convention center)
No. of rooms：1037，including 538 five-star level guest rooms in different sizes and 499
serviced apartments
Meeting Rooms：16 multifunction meeting rooms in different sizes, equipped with
advanced meeting infrastructure to meet the needs of exhibition business
No. of car parking spaces： approximately 1270
Dinning and leisure：Featuring Liyuan Chinese Restaurant, Qinwan Café, Spa and
aromatherapy, fitness center, swimming pool and other premium facilities
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2. Wedding Banquet and Exhibitions


Convention and Exhibition Center:

♦
♦
♦

Total site area ： approximately 9900 sq.m.
Gross floor area ： approximately 2.6 sq.m.
No. of car parking spaces ： approximately 1270

♦

Features ：



Four-floor convention and exhibition center can hold business conventions, wedding banquets, parties and other big events
Exhibition / banquet hall with 100+ exhibition booths or 165+ banquet tables
Auditorium / performance hall with 5,000 seats
„Golden Wedding‟ brand: high-end personalized wedding on-stop solution
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3. Restaurants
 Themed Restaurant Street
♦
♦

Themed restaurant street in Rio Carnival meets the needs of different customers
Liyuan Chinese Restaurant and Bay View Café in Renaissance Qingdao West Coast Hotel provide highstandard Chinese and Western dinning choices and tea services
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4. Entertainment
 Rio Carnival Theme Park：
♦

Indoor and outdoor theme parks with ocean exploration as the main theme





Indoor family park with multimedia rides and attractions
Outdoor water park with wave pool, lazy river, hot spring and spa-like facilities
Indoor dynamic thrill park
50+ planned themed recreational facilities including roller coasters, water worlds, and
leisure and entertainment zones

♦
♦

Planned Gross Floor Area： approximately 60,000 sq. m
Annual Capacity：approximately 3 million visitors

♦

Appointed Sanderson, an internationally renowned design house from Australia, as the
overall project designer, and ProFun Management Group as theme park operational advisor
Open year round by maintaining comfortable temperature, offering an indoor family
entertainment center, an indoor and outdoor water park and dynamic indoor thrill park.
These facilities immerse our visitors in a brand-new experience, creating great appeal to
visitors from Qingdao and Northern China even in the winter season

♦
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5. Retail and Leisure
 Rio Carnival Premium Outlets：
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Total site area：approx. 89,000 sq.m.
Gross floor area：approx. 130,500 sq.m.
Renting area ：approx. 70,000 sq.m.
No. of car parking spaces: approx.1230
No. of shops：170-180
No. of brands：230-260
Annual capacity：approx. 8-10 million

Business Form Layout
1%

23%

31%

Restaurants
Retail
Leisure
Services

45%
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5. Retail and Leisure
Premium Outlets Shops Opening Status

Shop's
status

Opened

No. of shop

164
（278 brands）

Area of shop
（m²）

Agreement
Total with
Formal
Decoration Shop design
signed/formal agreement
Contract
in process under review
contract under or formal
Signed
review
contract
1

2

3

1

170

Conditions
of contract
proposed

Under
discussion

4

14

1,561.6

7,277.3

72,394.9
69,876.8

261.0

750.9

1,506.2

261.0

(89.1% of
total area)

Notes: No. of shops in plan: 188; total area of the outlets shops: 81,233.75 sq.m.; Opening status as of Nov. 30, 2017.
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5. Retail and Leisure
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5. Retail and Leisure
 Premium Outlets:
One-stop International Renowned Brand Outlet
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Largest Lego education experience center in China
One of the largest Jackie Chan DMAX cinema
complexes in China
UK themed KTV
Ice skating world
Sea-view ferris wheel
Themed Restaurant street
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7. Residential Community
 High-end Residential Community
♦
♦
♦
♦

Total GFA of 350,000 sq.m.
More than 1400 seaside fine decoration flats
499 serviced apartments and rare frontline sea view single-family villas and townhouse
Facilities such as private club and other amenities to fulfill the needs of our high-end residents
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Project Introduction
(Mainland China)

Qingdao Shilaoren Project --- Privileged Life with
Great View over Mount Lao and the Sea
Location and Transportation
♦
♦
♦

♦

Coverage: 44,399.7 m2
Floor area: 111,573.1 m2
Geographic advantage: The project is located in Laoshan District, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, which is one of the destinations in
Northern China most favored by tourists. Reputed as “No. 1 Mountain on the Sea”, Mount Lao is listed among the first national key scenic
spots by the State Council. Being adjacent to Shilaoren Scenic Area, the project possesses a great sea view and embraces the
spectacular nature. Only 3 kilometers away from Laoshan CBD and 9 kilotmeters away from Jinjialing Financial Center (金家岭国际金融中
心), it is endowed with abundant resources, including the supermarket, hotel, hospital, gymnasium, theatre, museum and beer city within
5km reach. The project is even surrounded by ample tourism resources, such as Mount Lao, the beach, the sightseeing garden, the golf
course and Polar Ocean World.
Convenient transportation: the Laoshan Road and the Hong Kong East Road, which directly connect to the downtown, and the Qingyin
Expressway with about 3km reach make it quite easy to drive to and from the downtown.

Laoshan

Laoshan Scenic
Area

Qingdao Shilaoren Project

Laoshan Scenic Area
16km

CBD

Shilaoren Sightseeing
Garden

Polar Ocean World
9km
Golf Club

The Project

Downtown
Great sea view
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Qingdao Shilaoren Project --- Privileged Life with
Great View over Mount Lao and the Sea
Project Plan
♦

♦

Project Plan: Six buildings will be built along the seashore, including three Loft apartment buildings, one star hotel and two
commercial buildings with underground parking lots. As “advanced residential buildings”, these apartment buildings have more
high-end facilities over ordinary residential buildings, and offer residents star hotel-style living environment and management
services. With a superior sea view, a low residential density and a high quality, the project is designed for high-income groups
and to create a harmonious living culture.
Target consumers mainly comprise elites of the financial district and people with investment purpose flocking in from the
downtown and other cities.

Project Demonstration

Photo of Land Lot

Floor Area Percentage of Cash Flow
Generated Segments

5.4%

31.2%

42.0%

Apartment
buildings
Business
Hotel
Underground
parking lots
Others

10.2%

11.2%
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Carnival International Community --- Holistic Elite Lifestyle
Location and Transportation
♦
♦
♦

♦

Coverage: 72,500 m2
Floor area: 515,100 m2
Geographic advantage: The project is located at the High Tech Zone, Chengdu City, which is adjacent to Tianfu New Area, the
core area developed by Sichuan Provincial Government. Demands for high-end residential and commercial buildings in these
areas are bound to thrive in the future.
Convenient transportation: The project is next to Tianfu Avenue, which is the trunk road connected to the downtown, Ring
Express and Line 1 of Chengdu Metro; Chengdu Shuangliu International Airport is within the reach of 18 kilometers.

Third Ring
Road

Second
Ring Road

Ring Express
Shuangliu
Airport

Tianfu Avenue/Metro Line 1

Carnival International
Community
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Carnival International Community --- Holistic Elite
Lifestyle
Project Plan
♦
♦

Project Positioning: The project aims to build a foreign living area that features high-end residential community, park-like
commercial zone and service apartments.
Project highlight: Three elements - new city park, new community space and new shopping mall- are incorporated. With the
concept of large-scale residence, the project has a perfect design to harmonize natural landscape and international lifestyle,
creating a new high-level international community within the SSCIP- Consulate Area (新川领馆区域) for improvement of life
quality.
Photo of Project
Project Demonstration
Floor Area Percentage of Cash Flow
Generated Segments

28.1%
37.3%
Residential
community
Service apartment
Business

34.6%
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Beijing Yanglin Project --- Luxury Lifestyle in Beijing
Central Villa District
Location and Transportation
♦
♦
♦

♦

Coverage: 14144.1 m2
Floor area: 45287.3 m2
Geographic advantage: West to the exit of Yanglin Avenue of Capital Airport Expressway, Yanglin Project is located in Beijing Central Villa
District, boasting a superior geographic advantage and a great market potential. Currently, a number of luxury projects have settled down
in the villa district, including Legend Garden (丽景花园), Dynasty Garden (丽斯花园), Chateau Regalia (丽高花园), Palm Beach Villa (棕榈
滩别墅区), Tianzhu Garden (天竺花园) and Tianyun Pavillion (天韵阁). The average price stands at around RMB85,000 per square meter
and indicates a great appreciation potential.
Convenient transportation: The project is only 6 kilometers away from Beijing Capital International Airport, 10.5 kilometers away from
Wangjing. The project can be easily accessed as it is located at the intersection of Jingping Expressway and Airport Expressway, with a
30-minute drive to the downtown.
Airport
Jingcheng
Expressway

New World
Lizun
Guancheng
Villa

Yosemite
Area D

Metro Line 15

Houshayu cluster
Gemdale
Central
Chateau

Shine Hills
La
Grande
Villa

Wangjing

Luneng No.
7 Villa

Huarun No. 8
Mansion
6th Ring Road

The Project

Central Villa
District

Beichen Villa
1900

Mapo
cluster

Tianzhu cluster,
Central Villa District

Evergrande Elite
Shadow Creek

Jingping Expressway

Yanglin
Project
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Beijing Yanglin Project --- Luxury Lifestyle in Beijing
Central Villa District
Project Plan
♦
♦

♦

Capitalizing on the geographic advantage and value of scarcity, the project focuses on high-value storeyed villas within Central Villa District.
Facilities: Mature facilities, including supermarkets, hotels, shopping malls, art gallery, international bilingual school and international art kindergarten,
are all available. Wenyun Plaza is only 500 meters away, and Euro Plaza is 2.3 kilometers away. Beanstalk International Bilingual School is in the reach
of 800 meters, and Le‟er International Art Kindergarten (乐尔国际艺术幼儿园) is in 1.8km reach. South to the Wenyu River and the Evergrande Shadow
Creek (北京丽宫体育公园), the project is a cluster of villas that are surrounded by beautiful scenery.
Plan development: The location of Yanglin Project falls into the scope of “Two Rivers” (Chaobai River and Wenyu River) development plan initiated by
Shunyi District, which will build an ecological shelter for new city development. The development plans intend to build the region into an important
ecological shelter for city development and a livable community for life, leisure and physical fitness. Despite the isolation from the bustling downtown, the
region is connected to it by 30-minute drive, therefore is the top choice for those who would like to “escape from the bustling capital and seek for
tranquility”.

Project Demonstration
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Project Introduction
(Hong Kong and Overseas)

Canada Project --- High-end Offer among Scarce
Resources Available in Vancouver
Location and Plan
♦
♦
♦

♦

Coverage: 41,573 m2
Floor area: 398,000 m2
Geographic advantage: Located in West End of Vancouver, the third largest city of Canada, the project is situated at the
downtown area, Coal Habour, where land resources are extremely valuable. As one of the most expensive areas in Vancouver,
West End now has the fastest development among these spotlight regions, and also boasts great potential thanks to the
convenience of transportation. The project is embraced by high-end commercial and residential buildings and complete
infrastructure facilities. The average price of property available currently is over 2,500 Canadian Dollars per square feet.
Project plan: The project is believed to be a high-end offer with its two 30-storey luxury apartment buildings, including 350
units, 5-storey underground parking lot and lifestyle leisure facilities.
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Hong Kong Shouson Hill Project --- Distinguished
Privilege of Conventional Luxury Mansion
Location, Transportation and Plan
♦
♦
♦

♦
♦

Coverage: 4624 m2
Floor area: 3079 m2
Geographic advantage: Located in the south of Hong Kong Island and adjacent to Deep Water Bay, the project is one of the most famous
conventional luxury mansion districts in Hong Kong, surrounded by town houses, terraces, and low-density residential buildings. Shouson villas
is situated at a prime section for conventional luxury mansions, and possesses a superior quality among residential resources available in the
south of Hong Kong Island with the accessibility of Shouson Plaza, quiet and refreshing environment and convenient facilities, and picturesque
scenery. Celebrities prefer to settle down here, and the region is also clustered by famed families, including CK Hutchison, Kerry Properties and
Agile Group.
Convenient transportation: The project is connected to all CBD by Aberdeen Tunnel, and it would take only 15 minutes as the MTR -South Island
Line - Ocean Park Hong Kong has been put into service.
Project plan: Two town houses with floor area of 1,400m2 each will be developed, both designed with yards, swimming pools and leisure
facilities.
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Section 3
Investment Highlights

Strategic Vision

Mission of the
Group

To develop one-stop carnival and themed consumption
experience to take advantage of the increasing spending
power unleashed by the fast growing middle class in
China

Value
Proposition

By creating tremendous cross-selling opportunities
among the Group’s different businesses, our stable of
brands shall become widely recognised in the lifestyle,
leisure, entertainment, edutainment, retail, hospitality,
travel and dining sectors across China and selected
overseas destinations
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Key Investment Highlights

1

4

Well Positioned to Capture the Growing China Tourism Market and
Consumption Trends

2

One-stop Carnival and Themed Consumption Experience to
Attract Customers Through Integrated Themes

3

Cash-Based Business Model Providing Strong Cash Flows
and ROE

Strategically-designed Product Mix and Project Locations Across Major
Cities in China and Selected Overseas Destinations
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Well Positioned to Capture the Growing China Tourism
Market and Consumption Trends
Tourism industry in China has experienced robust growth and showed significant upside potential
No. of Domestic Tourists (million visits)
5000
4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0

Revenue from Domestic Tourists (RMB bn)

4,440
4,000
3,611
2,957

2012

3,262

2013

2014

2015

4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0

2016

3,940
3,430
3,031
2,628
2,271

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Qingdao remains one of the favourite destinations for tourists
No. of Tourists in Qingdao (million visits)
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

79.8
68.4
55.9

160

143.5

140

72.0

61.6

127.0

120

106.1

100

80

75.6

86.6

60
40
20
0
2012

Source:

Revenue from Tourists in Qingdao (RMB bn)

2013

2014

2015

National Bureau of Statistics (PRC); Qingdao Tourism Board

2016

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016
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Well Positioned to Capture the Growing China Tourism
Market and Consumption Trends (cont’d)
Continued economic growth and increased purchasing power drive overall discretionary spending
Per Capita Disposable Income of Urban
Households (RMB)

China GDP (RMB bn)
80000
70000
60000
50000
40000
30000
20000
10000
0

54,037

74,413

40000
35000
30000
25000

24,565

26,955

28,844

31,195

33,616

20000
15000
10000
5000
0

2012
Source:

59,524

64,397

68,905

2013

2014

2015

2016

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

National Bureau of Statistics (PRC)

Outbound travels made by Chinese citizens are also increasing, especially to other Asian cities
No. of Outbound Tourists (million visits)

Top 3 Outbound Tourist Destinations (2016)
Destination

140
120

98.2

100

107.3

117.0

122.0

83.2

80
60

1

Thailand

8.77

2

Korea

8.04

3

Japan

6.00

Chinese people Tourism
Expense in 2016
（RMB bn）

40
20

Number of Chinese
tourists in 2016
Outbound VS Inbound

760

0
2012
Source:

(Million/person)

Euromonitor

2013

2014

2015

3%
Outbound

Outbound

2016
3,990

Inbound

97%

Inbound
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Well Positioned to Capture the Growing China Tourism
Market and Consumption Trends (cont’d)
Growth in China’s theme park industry expected to be led by “integrated leisure+” model
Overall, the growth of Asia theme park market was strong in 2016, with the
three major theme park operators: OCT, Huaqiang Fantawild and ChimeLong, all achieving significant growth in visitor numbers, not only from newly
opened scenic spots but also partly from the original scenic area of growth.
By 2020, the Asia-Pacific region is expected to become the world's largest
theme park market and China is also expected to surpass the United States
by 2020. China has more than half of the top 20 amusement parks in the Asia
Pacific region and each year attracts millions of tourists.
The Integrated Leisure + theme park project is expected to be well accepted
by Chinese consumers, especially for family travelers, through diverse and
complementary experiences such as theme parks, shopping and diningdriven tourists. These theme parks provide one-stop comprehensive solution.
Source:

No. of Visitors in Key Theme Parks in Greater China
Theme Park
Chimelong Ocean Kingdom
Hong Kong Disneyland
Ocean Park
Shanghai Disneyland
OCT East
Window of the World
Happy Valley Shenzhen
Chimelong Paradise
Happy Valley Beijing
Fantawild Advanture

TEA/AECOM; Euromonitor; Macquarie Research

Change
+13.2%
-10.3%
-18.8%
N/A
+0.5%
+13.7%
+18.8%
+6.0%
+2.4%
+24.1%
+5.51%

2015
8,474,000
6,100,000
5,996,000
5,600,000
3,960,000
3,910,000
3,860,000
3,836,000
3,830,000
3,509,000

2014
7,486,000
6,800,000
7,387,000
3,940,000
3,440,000
3,250,000
3,619,000
3,740,000
2,828,000

Outlet malls in China undergoing explosive growth
In 2016, Outlet entered the fastest growing year in China, with 32 newly-added
outlets in China and a newly added commercial area of nearly 3 million square
meters. Outlets in the 2016 annual sales of the top 20 in the annual sales
amounted to 420.768 billion yuan.
In 2017, there will be 11 newly-added projects under the auspices of well-known
companies in the Outlet industry, many of which will fill the gap in the outlet
markets of the city where they are located.
For retailers, Discount Outlets may be the best way to sell inventory off the shelf.
The government's anti-corruption campaign boosted Outlets' operations by
shifting luxury sales from retail to Outlet Malls

Source:

Soupu Consulting Commercial Real Estate Research Centre

Note:

1. Total GSP of outlet malls refer to the total revenue of all tenants at the outlets

Top 10 Outlet Malls in China in 2016
Outlet

Change

2016 GSP
(RMB bn)

2015 GSP
(RMB bn)

GFA
(m2)

Shanghai Qingpu Bailian
Beijing Yansha Outlets
Tianjin Florentia Village
Shenyang Xinglong
Outlets
Chengdu Times Outlets
Chongqing West Outlets
Beijing Scitech Premium
Wuhan Panlong Bailian
Ningbo Shanjing Outlets
Hangzhou Bailian Outlets
Average

+2.86%
+20.00%

4.32
3.6
3.6

4.2
3.6
3.0

125,000
95,000
77,000

+10.00%

2.31

2.1

150,000

+4.76%
-2.38%
+20.63%
+20.63%
+7.50%
+8.4%

2.2
2.1
2.05
1.93
1.93
1.72

2.1
2.1
2.1
1.6
1.6
1.6

70,000
80,000
100,000
92,000
68,000
80,000
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Cash-Based Business Model Providing Strong Cash Flows and ROE
Rio Carnival (Qingdao)
Recoup a significant portion of overall investment through
upfront sale and pre-sale of residential properties
Stable, recurring cash flows

Initial Project Investment and
Capital Expenditure

Sale and Pre-Sale of
Residential Properties

Development of high-end residential
properties adjacent to main project

Able to recoup a significant portion of
overall project investment
Strengthens cash flows, improves liquidity
position and shortens payback period
Increases financial flexibility to fund
current and future projects
Benefit from overall development of
surrounding area as a result of main
project

Completion and Commencement of
Operations of Main Project

Diversified revenue streams through theme
park, hotels, outlet shops, dining and
convention centres in Rio Carnival (Qingdao)
project
Most revenue to be generated through cash
and credit card payments

‒

Optimises cash conversion cycle and
lowers receivables risk

Predominantly turnover-based rent1

1. For turnover-based rent, we expect to receive directly in our account the cash and credit card payments from the sale of our tenants' merchandise. From such amount, we will deduct an agreed
percentage as rent and management service fees, and remit the balance to our outlet shop tenants every month. We generally set a minimum turnover rent beginning on the third or fourth year of the
relevant tenancy agreement
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Key Development Strategies

1

Complete and launch our flagship, Rio Carnival (Qingdao) project
Commenced operations and will open in phases in 2017 and 2018
Aim for Rio Carnival (Qingdao) to become one of China’s premier tourist destinations

2

Continue to enhance and replicate our one-stop experiential themed consumption business model across other
attractive markets
Enhance our one-stop experiential themed consumption business model that generates diversified revenue streams from theme
park, hotels, outlet shopping, dining, edutainment and other primarily cash-based ancillary businesses
Aim to replicate across other attractive markets in Greater China region

3

Continue to diversify our business into new sectors
Continue to expand our product offering portfolio in order to develop a one-stop carnival and themed consumption business to
tap the enormous market powered by the fast-growing middle class in China

Target new business lines that are asset-light, scalable and primarily cash-based, which in turn help to bring faster return on
equity

4

Continue to promote our stable of brands across China and overseas
Comprehensive marketing strategies and channels to promote our brands, e.g. partnerships with leading tour operators across
China, media interviews by senior executives, press events, launch events, industry research reports, etc.
Aim to establish our stable of brands as the leading brands in their respective sectors across China and in selected overseas
destinations
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Section 4
Key Financial Highlights

Key Financial Highlights
Consolidated financial position highlight
Total assets (HK$ million)

30,000

25,000

10,000
9,500
9,000
8,500
8,000
7,500
7,000
6,500
6,000
5,500
5,000

26,420

25,147

23,020

Total equity (HK$ million)

20,000
15,000
10,000

5,000
2015 Dec

2016 Dec

2017 Jun

9,166
8,752

7,086

2015 Dec

2016 Dec

2017 Jun

Consolidated income statement highlight
Gross Profit (HK$ million)

Revenue (HK$ million)

-3.9%

2,500

700
1,934

2,000
1,500

600

568

500
1,147

431

400
904

1,000
521
500

296

300
200
100

-

FY2015

Source:

591

FY2016

Audited financial statements and results announcement

1stH2016 1stH2017

FY2015

FY2016

1stH2016 1stH2017
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